WHERE COMPLETE LANDSCAPES COME TO LIFE
Pathways, Walls, Patios, Water Features And More.
All Your Landscaping Needs are Within Reach – Landscaping Supplies from Illinois Brick Company

The dramatic natural stone patio; a whimsical garden pond; that bold block retaining wall; an impressive clay paver driveway – they all began with an idea; the seed of a vision come to life.

At IBC, our professional landscape specialists help contractors, landscapers, gardeners and homeowners see those ideas through from start to finish, offering expertise, inspiration and all the supplies they could possibly need for their landscaping project.

More than just bricks and stone, IBC Landscape Supply offers a stunning selection of unique landscaping choices and outdoor project solutions. In fact, we’re one of the largest suppliers of brick, landscape and masonry materials in the Midwest, with locations throughout Illinois and northwest Indiana.

With more products and more solutions, IBC helps you get MaterialWise™ with your projects by putting every one of your landscaping needs easily within reach.

Get IBC MaterialWise™ – One source supply for all your landscape needs.

IBC MaterialWise™ is the smart, money-saving, time-efficient plan that takes your project from abstract idea to concrete reality. Watch your project materialize when you rely on the single source of industry expertise, superior materials and quality tools, allowing you to consolidate time, maximize budget and simplify logistics — that’s IBC MaterialWise.
Turning Your Landscape Vision Into Reality.

The success of your project depends on the quality of your materials and supplies. As one of the largest independently-owned and operated landscape, brick and masonry suppliers in the US, we ensure that quality by staying committed to our core values:

**Only quality materials** — Offering you the most complete, competitively-priced, widest selection of pavers, natural and manufactured stone, brick and block in distinctive styles, textures and colors from the largest, most respected manufacturing partners in the US. That means we deliver more choices to you.

**Guaranteed superior service** — With 10 showrooms and yards throughout the region, we’re here to promptly and professionally service you by making certain your materials and supplies are ready when you need them.

**Always timely delivery** — Our centrally located Transportation, Dispatch and Customer Service departments ensure timely delivery, keeping your job on schedule and your project moving forward.

The Only Place to Find All Your Landscaping Needs.

IBC goes beyond simply supplying materials—our team actually becomes a part of your team. We’re here for you from the very first product quote to the day you take delivery of your materials and supplies. Our IBC Landscape Supply Customer Service Team is always just a phone call away, ready to offer you support, information and advice, while ensuring your confidence in the quality of materials and the successful completion of your project.

Turn to the experts at IBC at any stage of your project for valuable answers and solutions. We’ll let you in on the latest trends, the newest products and the most unique materials from our industry-leading manufacturers. In fact, we’ll work with you to make your project the standout success you’ve always envisioned.
The romantic appearance of a pathway in Provence; the quaint look of a cobblestone lane in London; the old-world appeal of a Tuscan walkway – clay, concrete and permeable pavers from IBC Landscape Supply offer a world of distinction to a landscape.

A World of Choices

With so many amazing colors, textures and styles that you can arrange in an endless array of patterns, our pavers will bring your project as far as your imagination can take you. Choose clay pavers for a low maintenance surface, or concrete pavers for a textured skid-resistant surface and a wide variety of textures and colors. Additionally, IBC Landscape Supply offers permeable pavers, eliminating pollutants from water run off, which makes them more eco-friendly.
Providing privacy, enhancing a view, complimenting an environment or even shoring up the earth, retaining and free-standing walls are both functional and beautiful in every form. Created from any of IBC’s vast selection of block, stone or brick, your wall can feature the crisp, clean lines of cut stone or the textures and subtleties of aged and weathered natural stone.

Form, Function & Beauty

Choose our environmentally friendly natural stone or block for durability, affordability, and a dramatic palette of design and color options. You’ll see an end result that will bring beauty to your environment for years to come.
The graceful organic shapes and warm, earthy hues of natural stone can be artfully applied to your landscape, communicating elegance and sophistication or even ruggedness and simplicity. No matter what your project – steps, pathways, stepping stones, outcroppings or edgings – integrate natural stone for a look that always blends perfectly with your landscape setting.

And of course, natural stone is low maintenance, becoming even more beautiful as the elements interact with it over time. Durable, long-lasting and exceptional in any landscape design, IBC Landscape Supply natural stone is the natural choice every time.
Applause-worthy bluestone performs beautifully in garden paths, stepping stones, walkways, patios and more. The spectacular deep blue color is dependent upon the depth from which the stone is mined. IBC Landscape Supply offers a wide-ranging spectrum of bluestone shapes and patterns to give you that exact striking visual element you desire.

Extremely durable and hard-wearing, bluestone is incredibly dense, resistant to freeze-thaw cycles and naturally stands up to harsh weather conditions. Its unique texture and intense color makes it an especially dramatic accent in your landscape project.
Whether craving the melody of water cascading over rocks or the vision of sparkling water diamonds reflected in a shimmering pond, water features are one of the most enchanting ways to enhance a landscape and fill it with beauty and splendor.

Thirst for Splendor

From ponds to waterfalls, pondless waterfalls, rainwater harvesting systems, fountains and bubblers, IBC Landscape Supply has the materials and supplies you need to install and maintain a water feature, bringing out the very best in any landscape design.
Nothing says “welcome” like a crackling, toasty fire on a cool evening. The enduring charm of a fire pit in your landscape project creates a cozy and delightful atmosphere like no other outdoor living accessory. IBC Landscape Supply has everything you need to incorporate a fire pit into your landscape design, whether building it from the ground up with natural stone or decorative block, or installing a conveniently portable fire pit on your patio, we have the latest, (and hottest) products you need.
Transforming a backyard into an elegant outdoor living space is as easy as installing a Pergola. This classic design provides shade, encourages climbing plant growth and offers a lovely place to relax for friends and family.

IBC ensures easy Pergola installation with component systems that allow for limitless designs and expandability. Made from the highest quality materials for low maintenance enjoyment and timeless beauty for years.
After work or on the weekends, with just the kids or all the neighbors, for a barbecue party or just relaxing—the first place you go and the last place you want to leave is your own back yard.

A Gathering Place

Make the space inviting and extend your home into the great outdoors with outdoor living accessories from IBC. Choose from our full line of grill options or create a state-of-the-art outdoor kitchen, customized to your cooking style or needs; install a fireplace or a portable fire pit for a welcoming touch; bring out a cozy patio heater to extend the life of your space year round, no matter what the season.

Discover all the possibilities at ibcoutdoorliving.com.
IBC carries a full line of landscape tools, including saws, wheelbarrows, blades and shovels, plus base, edging and sand to complete your project, start to finish. Shop for grills and lighting options and create the ideal outdoor ambiance. And make sure to get MaterialWise™ by including IBC’s Landscape Division to help you through your entire project plan.